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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Great Quotes for All OccasionsAlpha, 2008

	Say the right thing at the right time.

	

	This essential reference brings together well-known (and not-so-well-known!) speakers- including those from the Bible, actors, poets, humorists, scientists, and literary and political figures-whose ideas, activism, services, talent, and labor have influenced society....
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Wireless Data Demystified (Mcgraw-Hill Demystified Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
UNDERSTAND WIRELESS DATA COMPLETELY, EASILY WITH WIRELESS DATA DEMYSTIFIED
 Wireless subscribers are up, but revenue per subscriber isn’t – and it isn’t going to be unless wireless service providers can provide more than plain-vanilla voice services. The road to successful deployment of data services...
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Windows 10 Guidebook: A tour into the future of computingJublo IT Solutions, 2015

	Windows 10 is really easy to use with this guide – for Windows insiders upgrading from Windows 7 or 8.1 to Windows 10, as well as for first-time users that want to learn about the operating system basics. 

	Chapters 1 and 2 present the new and changed features in Windows 10. Furthermore, we describe what you have to watch...
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Plan Your Financial Future: A Comprehensive Guidebook to Growing Your Net WorthApress, 2013

	Implementing a financial plan to manage the future is very important. If you have not assembled such a plan, or even if you have not thought about how best to manage your financial future, the time to do so is now, and the resource you need to walk you through every step of the personal financial planning process is Plan Your Financial...
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Kiplinger's Practical Guide to Your Money: Keep More of It, Make It Grow, Enjoy It, Protect It, Pass It onDearborn Publishing, 2002
You don't need to know electrical theory to change a light bulb.  Why should you need to know financial theory to make money-smart   decisions?
You don't, says Ted Miller, editor of Kiplinger's Personal Finance   Magazine. As a journalist with more than two decades of experience at the   pioneer magazine of personal-finance journalism, Miller...
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The Rights of Public Employees, Second Edition: The Basic ACLU Guide to the Rights of Public Employees (ACLU Handbook)Southern Illinois University Press, 1993

	
		In this revised and updated edition of The Rights of Public Employees, Robert M. O’Neil broadens the focus from government employees to all public employees, emphasizing the public-service nature of the occupations and professions of such individuals. Using a question-and-answer format, O’Neil covers such topics as...
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Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday LawGale, 2006
The Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday Law is a twovolume encyclopedia of practical information on laws and issues affecting people’s everyday lives. Readers will turn to this work for help in answering questions such as, “What is involved in estate planning?” “Do I have any recourse to noisy neighbors?” and “What are...
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Sams Teach Yourself iOS 5 Application Development in 24 Hours (3rd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2012

	
		In less than half a decade, the iOS platform has changed the way that we, the public, think about our mobile computing devices. Only a few years ago, we were thrilled by phones with postage-stamp-sized screens, tinny audio, built-in tip calculators, and text-based web browsing. Times have indeed...
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The Aftershock Investor: A Crash Course in Staying Afloat in a Sinking EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Advice on protection and profits in the short and long term future from the experts who accurately predicted the financial crisis of 2008, and who now have more detailed information about what is yet to come


	From the authors who accurately predicted the domino fall of the conjoined real estate, stock, and private debt...
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Quantum Approach to InformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An essential overview of quantum information
Information, whether inscribed as a mark on a stone tablet or encoded as a magnetic domain on a hard drive, must be stored in a physical object and thus made subject to the laws of physics. Traditionally, information processing such as computation occurred in a framework governed by laws of classical...
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Control Your Retirement Destiny: Achieving Financial Security before the Big TransitionApress, 2013

	This book is not about saving money. It’s about saving the right way. It’s about

	doing more with what you already have. And it’s about aligning your financial

	decisions toward a common goal; creating reliable life-long income.





	You’ll read stories about people just like you. You’ll see...
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Microsoft Money 2006 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Covers Premium, Deluxe, and Standard editions of Money
Use Money to save money, make money, manage money, and get your money's worth     

Ever hear that it takes money to make money? Spend a little on this book and discover easy ways to set up accounts, do your banking online, research and track investments, make payments on time, even...
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